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Abstract

We build an economic society of agents in which buy-
ers and sellers compete with each other, and try to
increase their total values and total profits, respec-
tively. We give a precise method for the construction
of these agents and for the incremental incorporation
of modeling capabilities, following the intuitions be-
hind the Recursive Modeling Method (RMM). These
agents were built and run in a simulated economic so-
ciety. Early test results show that deeper (i.e. l-level)
models are more effective in heterogeneous societies
than in homogeneous ones, and that price volatility
is a good predictor of the relative benefits of deeper
models.

Introduction

We all know that, in order to win most competitions,
an agent need only be somewhat better than every-
one else. If the competition in question only involves
deal-making and economic exchange, and given a level
playing field for all the competitors, then it seems clear
that the winners will be those who can "outsmart" the
rest. It is an agent’s relative "smartness", with respect
to the other agents, that is important in this case. Of
course, since there are usually other costs associated
with being smart, the question then becomes, when
does it pay to be smart?

In this paper, we build an economic society of agents
in which buyers and sellers compete with each other,
and try to increase their total values and total prof-
its, respectively. We give a precise method for the
construction of these agents and for the incremen-
tal incorporation of modeling capabilities, following
the intuitions behind the Recursive Modeling Method
(RMM)(Gmytrasiewics & Durfee 1995). The increased
modeling capabilities allow agents to represent and use
more knowledge about each other, hence increasing
their "smartness". By building these agents and run-
ning them in a simulated economic society, we hope to
provide a better characterization of where and when
each of the different modeling levels works better.

We start with a description of the economic soci-
ety and then describe how the agents make their de-

cisions and build their models. There are agents with
no models (0-level agents) that are unaware of the ex-
istence of other agents in the world, agents with sub-
intentional models (l-level agents) that keep models
of others, and agents with intentional models (2-level
agents) that have deeper models of others. Popula-
tions of agents with 0-level and l-level models have
been tested and the results and lessons learned are pre-
sented in Sections and. The main results are the cor-
relation of price volatility to profit gains for the l-level
modeling agents, and our analysis of the "equilibrium"
solution-- how it can be derived from a population
description and how its characteristics affect volatility
and, therefore, the performance of l-level agents.

Description of Agents and Society
We define an economic society of agents as one where
each agent is either a buyer or a seller. The set of
buyers is B and the set of sellers is S. These agents
exchange goods by paying some price p E P, where
P is a finite set. The buyers are capable of assessing
the quality of a good received and giving it some value
q E Q, where Q is also a finite set.

The exchange protocol, seen in Figure 1, works as
follows: When a buyer b E B wants to buy a good g,
she will advertise this fact. Each seller s E S that sells
that good will give his bid in the form of a price P~a. The
buyer will pick one of these and will pay the seller. The
seller will then return1 the specified good. Note that
there is no law that forces the seller to return a good of
any quality. It is up to the buyer to assess the quality q
of the good. Each buyer b also has a value function for
each good g E G that it might wish to buy. The value
function, Vbg(p, q) returns a number that represents the
value that b assigns to that particular good at that
particular price and quality. Each seller s E S, on the
other hand, has a cost c~ associated with each good
it can produce. Therefore, if seller s gets paid p for
good g, his profit will be Profit(p, c~). Since we assume

1In the case of agent/link failure, each agent is free to
set its own timeouts and assess the quality of the never-
received good accordingly. Bids that are not received in
time will, of course, not be considered.
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Figure 1: View of the protocol. We show only one
buyer B and three sellers S1, $2, and $3. At time 1
the buyer requests bids for some good. At time 2 the
sellers send their prices for that good. At time 3 the
buyer picks one of the bids, pays the seller the amount
and then, at time 4, she receives the good.

that cost and payments are expressed in the same unit
(i.e. money), the profit equation simplifies to p- c~.
The buyers, therefore, have the goal of maximizing the
value they get for their transactions, and the sellers
have the goal of maximizing their profits.

Justifying the model

In a traditional market-based economy it is assumed
that the set of goods is known and accepted by all
agents. That is, if two objects are instances of the
same good (e.g. two apples), then it is assumed that
all agents will treat them as completely interchange-
able. There is no reason to prefer one over the other,
and agents will pay exactly the same for either one.
However, while this is a very useful abstraction for
some systems, there are many instances where it is
an unrealistic assumption. Specifically, information
goods/services are very hard to compartmentalize into
equivalence classes that all agents can agree on, espe-
cially if the agents are software agents who are con-
stantly changing their preferences in order to maxi-
mize their profits. For example, if an encyclopedia
database access is defined as a good, then all agents
providing encyclopedia accesses can be considered as
selling the same good. It is likely, however, that a
buyer of this good might decide that seller sl provides
better answers than seller s2. We cannot possibly hope
to enumerate the set of reasons an agent might have
for preferring one set of answers over another, and we
should not try to do so. It should be up to the indi-
vidual buyers to decide what items belong to the same
good category, each buyer clustering items in, possibly,
different ways.

This situation is even more evident when we consider
an information economy rooted in some information
delivery infrastructure (e.g. the Internet). There are
two main characteristics that set this economy apart

from a traditional economy.

¯ There is virtually no cost of reproduction. Once the
information is created it can be duplicated virtually
for free.

¯ All agents have virtually direct and free access to all
other agents.

If these two characteristics are present in an econ-
omy, it is useless to talk about supply and demand,
since supply is practically infinite for any particular
good and available everywhere. The only way agents
can survive in such an economy is by providing value-
added services that are tailored to meet their cus-
tomers’ needs. Each provider will try to differentiate
his goods from everyone else’s while each buyer will
try to find those suppliers that best meet her value
function.

Learning recursive models

Agents placed in the economic society we just de-
scribed will have to learn, via trial and error, what
actions give them the highest expected reward and un-
der which circumstances. In this section we will present
techniques that these agents might use to maximize
their rewards.

An important question we wish to answer is: when
do agents benefit from having deeper (i.e. more com-
plex) models of other agents? It should be intuitive
that, ignoring computational costs, the agents with
more complete models of others will always do better.
This seems to be true2, however, there are instances
when it is significantly better to have deeper models,
and instances when the difference is barely noticeable.
These instances are defined in part by the set of other
agents present and their capabilities and preferences.
In order to precisely determine what these instances
are, and in the hopes of providing a more general
framework for studying the effects of increased agent-
modeling capabilities within our economic model, we
defined a set of techniques that our agents can use for
learning and using models.

We divide the agents into classes that correspond to
their modeling capabilities. The hierarchy we present
is inspired by RMM (Gmytrasiewicz 1996), but 
function-based rather than matrix-based, and includes
learning. We start with agents with no models (also re-
ferred to as 0-level agents), who must base their actions
purely on their inputs and the rewards they receive.
They are not aware that there are other agents out
there. Agents with l-level models are aware that there
are other agents out there but have no idea what the

2It seems to be true in general. However, as the agent
becomes more uncertain of the validity of the deeper mod-
els, then the assertion starts to fail. Also, if the market
reaches an equilibrium then there are no advantages to
thinking, and the best strategy is to become a simple price-
taker.
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"interior" of these agents looks like. That is, in RMM
terminology, they are incapable of ascribing intentions
to others. They must make their predictions simply
based on the previous actions of the other agents, by
building sub-intentional models of others. Agents with
2-level models have intentional models of others (i.e.
have models of their beliefs and inference processes)
and believe that others keep sub-intentional (i.e. l-
level) models of others. We can similarly keep defining
agents of three, four, five-level models, but so far we
have concentrated only on the first three levels. In the
following sections, we talk about each one of these in
more detail and give details about their implementa-
tion. Our current theory only considers agents that are
either buyers or sellers, but not both.

Agents with no models

Agents with no models must learn everything they
know from observations they make about the environ-
ment, and from any rewards they get. In our economic
society this means that buyers see the bids they receive
and the good received after striking a contract, while
sellers see the request for bids and the profit they made
(if any). In general, agents get some input, take an ac-
tion, then receive some reward. This is the same basic
framework under which most learning mechanism are
presented. We decided to use a form of reinforcement
learning (Sutton 1988) (Watkins & Dayan 1992) 
implementing this kind of learning in our agents, since
it is a simple method and the domain is simple enough
for it to do a reasonable job.

Both buyers and sellers will use the equations in
the next sections for determining what actions to take.
However, with a small probability e they will choose to
explore, instead of exploit, and will pick their action
at random (except for the fact that sellers never bid
below cost). The value of e is initially 1 but decreases
with time to some empirically chosen, fixed minimum
value. That is, et+z = 7et, where 0 < 7 < 1 is some
annealing factor.

Buyers with no models A buyer b will start by
requesting bids for a good g. She will then accept all
bids for good g and will pick:

s* = arg6es maxfg(pg) (1)

The function fg (p) returns the value the buyer expects
to get if she buys good g at a price of p. It is learned
using a simple form of reinforcement learning, namely:

f~+l(P) = (1 oOfat(p) + o~Vbg (p, q)  (2)

where a is the learning rate, p is the price b paid for
the good, and q is the quality she ascribed to it. The
learning rate is initially set to i and, like e, is decreased
until it reaches some fixed minimum value.

Sellers with no models When asked for a bid, the
seller s will provide one whose price is greater than or
equals to the cost for producing it.

> c,g (3)
and, from these prices, he will chose the one with the
highest expected profit:

p* = argp~p maxh~(p) (4)

The function he(p) returns the profit s expects to get
if he sells good g at a price p. It is also learned using
reinforcement learning, as follows:

hat+l(p) = (1 - oOhf(p) + a. (p - cf) (5)

Agents with One-level Models
The next step is for the agents to keep one-level models
of the other agents. This means that it has no idea
of what the interior (i.e. "mental") processes of the
other agents are, but it recognizes the fact that there
are other agents out there whose behaviors influence its
rewards. The agent, therefore, can only model others
by looking at their past behavior and trying to predict,
from it, their future actions.

Buyers with one-level models Each buyer can
now keep a history of the qualities it attributes to the
goods returned by each seller. She can, in fact, remem-
ber the last N qualities returned by some seller s for
some good g, and define a probability density function
q~(x) over the qualities x returned by s (i.e. qf(x) re-
turns the probability that s returns an instance of good
g that has quality x). She can use the expected value
of this function to calculate which seller she expects
will give her the highest expected value.

s* = argses maxE(Vbg(pga,q~(z)))
1

= arg, Esmaxv~ Eqsa(x) . Vbg(P~,X) (6)
xEQ

The buyer does not need to model other buyers since
they do not affect the value she gets.

Sellers with one-level models Each seller will try
to predict what bid the other sellers will submit (based
solely on what they have bid in the past), and what bid
the buyer will likely pick. A complete implementation
would require the seller to remember past combinations
of buyers, bids and results (i.e. who was buying, who
bid what, and who won). However, it is unrealistic to
expect a seller to remember all this since there are at
least ]pllSl. ]B] possible combinations.

We believe, however, that the seller’s one-level be-
havior can be approximated by having him remember
the last N prices accepted by each buyer b for each

ZWe could just as easily have said that the price must
be strictly greater than the cost.
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good g, and form a probability density function m~(z),
which returns the probability that b will accept(pick)
price p for good g. Similarly, the seller remembers
other sellers’ last N bids for good g and forms nsg(y),
which gives the probability that s will bid y for good g.
The seller s can now determine which bid maximizes
his expected profits.

p* = argpe Pmax(p- csg).

{ ngs,(p’) if m~(p’) < m~(PtT)1-I ~ 0 otherwise-
s’E.[S-s} p’EP

Note that this function also does a small amount
of approximation by assuming that s wins whenever
there is a tie 4. The function calculates the best bid by
determining, for each possible bid, the product of the
profit and the probability that the agent will get that
profit. Since the profit for lost bids is 0, we only need
to consider the cases where s wins. The probability
that s will win can then be found by calculating the
product of the probabilities that his bid will beat the
bids of each of the other sellers.

Agents with Two-level Models

Two level models consist of an intentional model of
the agent being modeled (which contains the agent’s
desires), and the one-level models that the agent being
modeled keeps of the other agents (these form part
of the agent’s beliefs about others). Our intentional
models correspond to the procedures or functions used
by agents that use one-level models.

Buyers with two-level models Since the buyer re-
ceives bids from the sellers, there is no need for her to
try to out-guess, or predict what the sellers will bid.
She is also not concerned with what the other buyers
are doing so, in our current economic model, there does
not seem to be any need for the buyer to keep deeper
models of others.

Sellers with two-level models He will model other
sellers as if they were using the one-level models. That
is, he thinks they will model others using policy models
and make their decisions using the equations presented
in Section . He will try to predict their bids and then
try to find a bid for himself that the buyer will prefer
more than all the bids of the other sellers. His model
of the buyer will also be an intentional model. He will
model the buyers as though they were implemented as
explained in Section .

The algorithm he follows is to first use his models of
the sellers to calculate what bids p~ they will submit.

4The complete solution would have to consider the prob-
abilities that s ties with 1, 2, 3, ... other asents. In order
to do this we would need to consider all ISIIPI subsets.

He has a model of the buyer C(sl ...s,,, pl "" p,), that
tells him which bid she might pick given the set of bids
Pi submitted by all sellers si. The seller sj uses this
model to determine which of his bids will bring him
higher profit, by first finding the set of bids he can
make that will win:

P’ = {pj[pj E P,C(sl...sj ...sn,ps ...Vj ""P,) = 
(8)

And from these finding the one with the highest
profit:

p* = argpEP, max(p- esg) (9)

Equilibrium Analysis
The reader might already have guessed that this model
has, in general, no equilibrium solution. However, an
equilibrium analysis does help us to predict the main
attractors. Let’s assume that there is an equilibrium
at price p -- given this, it must also be true that every
seller who can bid at that price does so. That is, those
sellers whose cost is strictly greater than p, since all
others would make zero or negative profit at this price.
For any price p, we can define this set as Sp (omitting
the g superscript for clarity):

s, = {sis ¯ s A < p}
The utility each seller s will get at equilibrium price p
is

Profit _ p- es (10)Ua(p) = Number of bids at price p ]Sp----~-

We can see that the utility the sellers get increases
linearly with price, therefore, a Pareto optimal price
equilibrium is quickly ruled out. The buyers’ utility
function, however, does offer some hope:

Vb(p) = Vb(p, I~b(p) (11)

Where Pb(P) is the average quality buyer b can expect
at equilibrium price p. It is calculated from the quality
qb(s) that b expects, on average, to get from seller s.

1 b(P) = IS, I qb(s) (12)
sESp

When the buyers have different value functions then,
we can create a utility function that takes the average
of all buyers’ utilities, weighted by their purchasing
rate ~b, where ~’]b~V fib = 1.

UB(p) = ~bUb(p): ~-’~ ~b]/b(p,/%b(p)) (13)
bEB bEB

This equation will usually have a maximum price:

p* = argpeP maxUB(p) (14)

When p* exists we can use this "equilibrium" price as
the main attractor of the system. We will notice that
the prices tend to hover at or just above this price.
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Unfortunately, this point is not a stable equilibrium
in those cases where the buyer gives a higher value
to quality than to price (i.e. k > l), for some range
of prices. In these cases, it is very probable that the
value the buyer is getting at p* is less than the value
she would be getting if one (just one) of the sellers
offering higher quality, sold her the good at a slightly
higher price. Since the agents are always exploring,
this is likely to eventually happen. When it does, the
buyer will be drawn to this new price because of its
high expected value. Eventually, however, the other
sellers (with lower quality) will notice this and start
selling at the higher price. This will, in turn, lower the
value the buyer is getting at this price and she will go
back to a lower price.

The sellers are always trying to push the price
higher. We find that they are more successful at it
when the buyers don’t mind so much. That is, let
p+ = argpe{p_p°} maxUB(p) be the second-best price,
then the smaller p+ - p* is, the more likely it is that
the price will go to p+. The behavior of the system is
expected to be qualitatively different for populations
where there is one undisputed p*, versus those where
there is competitions among different prices.

Simulations
Since there is no obvious way to analytically determine
how different populations of agents would interact and,
of greater interest to us, how much better (or worse)
the agents with deeper models would fare, we decided
to implement a society of the agents described above
and ran it to test our hypotheses. We have, so far,
concentrated in examining populations that combine
zero-level buyers (i.e. they have no models) with zero
and one-level sellers. In these populations, we vary the
number of agents, and change the qualities (as assessed
by the buyers) that different sellers return. There is
a small amount of random noise (plus or minus one)
added to the quality assessment functions as a way
to model the uncertainty inherent is assessing quality
from just one instance of a good. The value function
we used for all the buyers was V(p, q) = 3q - p, with
P = {1,...,20} and Q = {1,...,20}. The minimum
learning rate a was. 1, the minimum explore rate e was
.5, the annealing rate was 7 = .99 for both. Slight vari-
ations in these parameters do not significantly change
the results presented here.

Some test results

These are the results from tests using seven different
agent populations. The results shown are averages over
100 runs, each of 10000 auctions, where an auction is
one execution of the protocol shown in Figure 1. All
populations have 5 buyers (numbered 0-4) with value
function V(p, q) = 3q -p and eight sellers (numbered
5-12), the first 7 have 0-level models and the last seller
(#12) has l-level models. The first population pl has
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pl p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7

Populations

Figure 2: Percentage of times that each of the sellers
wins the auctions in the different populations. Seller
with l-level models is ~12 (i.e. 12-avg.w). He wins
more in all populations, except pl.
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Figure 3: Percentage of the total money that each seller
makes (i.e. their profit). Seller with l-level models 
~12 (i.e. 12-avg.w).
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of volatility versus the percent-
age of time that the l-level seller wins (w).
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Figure 6: Percentage of times that each of the sellers
wins the auctions in the different populations. Seller
with l-level models is ~12 (i.e. 12-avg.w).

all sellers with c = q -- 2, p2 changes the second seller
to have c = q = 3, p3 further changes the third seller
to have c -- q = 4, and so on until the seventh. The
first (~5) and last (~12) sellers always have c = q 

Figure 2 shows the percentage of times that each
seller won the auctions. We can see that the l-level
seller always wins a higher percentage of the time, and
that his winning percentage seems to reach a peak in
population p5 and then decreases. In other words, as
the population becomes more heterogeneous his frac-
tion of winning increases until some maximum and
then starts to decrease again. The reason why this
was happening was not clear to us until we decided to
look at the volatility of the prices. Still, we must point
out, even as the seller loses more of the actions, its
profits are still accruing, as shown in Figure 3.

We define volatility as the number of times the price
changes over the total number of auctions5. Figure 4
shows a scatter plot of the volatility as it is correlated
to the percentage of times that the l-level seller wins
(w). We see a line that goes up and reaches a peak 
p5 and then comes back down, with a slightly different
slope. What happens is that populations p2 through
p5 have two competing "equilibrium" prices6, while pl
and p6- p7 have only one. We have found that the
volatility v is correlated to w differently for these two
different populations. That is, if w = m. v + b, then
m and b take on different values for each population
type. Figure 5 shows the price distributions for these
runs. It can be seen how, in some populations like p4
and ph, the price distribution gives away the fact that
there are two competing equilibrium prices. In other

5In economics volatility is defined as the actual price
changes over the total number of auctions. However, we
are not concerned with the magnitude of the changes, only
with the actual price movement.

6We won’t show the math, but this can easily be verified
by plugging in the appropriate values into the equations of
Section .
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Figure 7: Scatter plot of volatility versus the percent-
age of time that the l-level seller wins (w).

populations this is not as clear but can still be deduced.

Figures 6-8 show similar results for a similar se-
ries of populations except that in this case pl has
c = q -- 8 and successive populations have mem-
bers with decreased c = q, (i.e. p7 has seller 2 with
c = q = 7, and so on...). That is, whereas our first
experiment changed the population by adding higher
cost/quality agents, this examples introduces lower
cost/quality agents. We see a similar correlation be-
tween volatility and wins by the l-level seller, except
that in this case the discontinuity is not due to change
in the population, since all these populations have one
undisputed p*. It is instead due to the fact that the
l-level seller has c = q = 8 and, therefore, will not bid
lower than p = 9, so when the price distribution starts
to drop below this point it can not take advantage of
the increased volatility in that area. If we adjust the
volatility by multiplying it times the percentage of time
the price is above 8, then we get a better correlation.
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Lessons

Here we present some of the main lessons we have
learned from our work, so far. These are rather gen-
eral and qualitative in nature but we hope to quantify
some of these results and arrive at some formulas we
can use to precisely predict when it is better to use
deeper models.

There is usually no equilibrium One of the few
times when we can be sure that there is an equilibrium
is when all of the buyers prefer lower priced goods, re-
gardless of the quality delivered. This case is the same
as a traditional economic market, where if two produc-
ers produce the same good then, by definition, these
goods are all identical and completely substitutable.
The buyers simply pick the lowest price they get and
the sellers sell at the lowest price they can sell, while
still drawing a small profit. In such a system, sellers
will be tempted to find ways of reducing their costs
(perhaps by sacrificing quality), in order to lower their
prices. This process, without the addition of some
costly accreditation system, is destined to eventually
lead all sellers to sell only the lowest priced goods of
the lowest possible quality.

If, on the other hand, we assume that buyers value
quality, then we find ourselves in a system with no clear
equilibrium, unless all the sellers are selling the same
quality. As the sellers start to offer different qualities,
the system start to oscillate around (and not just be-
tween) the two points p* and p+.

Having low costs really pays off Given our pre-
vious explanation, it should come as no surprise that,
in general, sellers with low cost have higher profits.
These sellers can sell low when the buyers are buying
low, and they can raise their prices and "pretend" to
be high quality sellers. This deception does not really
hurt them (given that the buyers have 0-level models);
it simply drives prices down where they can still bid.

It is the high quality sellers that are really hurt by
this behavior and, therefore, would want to differenti-
ate themselves from others. Such differentiation would
be achieved if buyers had l-level models.

Volatility This measure, it turns out, is a very effec-
tive tool for predicting the usefulness of l-level models.
In general, we find that l-level modeling reaps higher
rewards when the volatility of the system is high, and
low rewards when volatility is low. The reason is that
the l-level modelers have, by definition, a better abil-
ity to predict what others will do. 0-level sellers are
slower to respond to changes in the market. They take
longer to find the new "stable" price.

Volatility alone is sometimes not enough to make
correct predictions. We need to separate the popu-
lations into two categories, those with one undisputed
p*, and those where price fluctuates around p* and p+.
Since a particular agent does not know what every-
body’s value function and costs are, we cannot expect
him to determine what p* and p+ are for the popula-
tion he is in. He can, however, observe the behavior of
the system and try to guess the type of population he is
in. Namely, he will observe the price distribution and
if it shows only one peak, this is evidence that he is in
a population with only one undisputed p*. If it shows
two or more peaks, then chances are he is in a pop-
ulation with dueling equilibria. Once an agent knows
what population he is in then he can determine the
exact correlation between volatility and the usefulness
of using l-level models.

We want to make clear a small caveat, which is that
the volatility that is correlated to the usefulness of do-
ing l-level modeling, is the volatility of the system with
the agent already doing l-level modeling. Fortunately,
having one agent change from 0-level to l-level does
not, in general, affect the volatility too much. There-
fore, the volatility before the change can be used as a
good predictor of the volatility after the change to l-
level models. This is important to us because we wish
to develop methods and an agent, which is currently
using 0-level models, can use to determine if it would
be profitable to start using l-level models.

It was also observed that, even within the same pop-
ulation, different volatilities are present at different
times. The predictive power of the volatility is still
evident, even at this finer level, since these volatilities
were also correlated the usefulness of l-level models.

Future Work

There is a lot of work left to be done within the frame-
work presented here. We are conducting tests on many
different types of agent populations, including 2-level
sellers and l-level buyers, in the hopes of getting a
better understanding of how well different agents fare
in the different populations. Once we have this under-
standing, we can take into account the costs associated
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with deeper models and try to come up with an algo-
rithm or, at least, some criteria that agents can use to
decide what modeling depth is the best to use.

We are also considering the expansion of the model
with the possible additions of agents that can both buy
and sell, and sellers that can return different quality
goods. Both of these extension endeavor to bring our
model closer to the reality of a multi-agent system.
In the same vein, we are already implementing some
of the agent capabilities shown in this paper, into the
UMDL (Atkins et al. 1996) multi-agent system.

In the long run, another offshoot of this research
could be a better characterization of the type of en-
vironments and how they allow/inhibit "cheating" be-
havior on different agent populations. That is, we saw
how, in our economic model, agents are sometimes re-
warded for behavior that does not seem to be good
for the community as a whole. The rewards, we are
finding, start to diminish as the other agents become
"smarter". It would be very useful to characterize the
type of environments and agent populations that, com-
bined, foster such antisocial behavior (see (Rosenschein
& Zlotkin 1994)), especially as interest in multi-agent
systems grows.
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